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Chinese culture is
a musical inspiration
ᣇ∛ጴᑋᚑ፲ፓ

NATURAL
WONDERS
Jeju Island’s
recipe for long life
⒒ᑤ፞⋉ᆋ▦ựᆌ

TOP STOREYS
Ningbo’s awardwinning architecture
⁕ᛆ᤺ᯀឰ⎴ጴᡱ
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Sound
philosophy

Melody maker
A multi-talented instrumentalist who studied music at
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Ng Cheuk-yin’s
work includes classical, traditional Chinese music,
pop, jazz and musicals. He also composes for theatre,
dance performances, films and TV shows.

概㮑Ὶ懢
Three talented composers
reveal how Chinese
culture and tradition
inform their music
and how it can have
global appeal
ጭ᷒᠍Ửᛵᓆᑸᤲᴃᐆ
⏠ዹጱ፲ፓᘍṞᯱᛵ
ᣇ∛ᑙᒺᏞ᪳ᐨᮾ∛ᩲ

ᐘᗵ⋇ᑋ⊯ᗥጱ፲ፓ
ᴗⅉᅝᆋጰᏸᧁᓕᎴầ
ጌỒᒢᵩᑊᑋᣇ∛ጱ᠐✿Ꭴᗔᅙᆌ
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Photos. Ng Cheuk-yin: Pazu Chan. Orchestra: Gothic Heart – HKCO
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“It is expressed naturally
in my music. I don’t have
to make an effort to
present it," says Ng of
his Chinese heritage

䲨㳛⬨榊

For some, listening to Chinese music is an experience
to explore 5,000 years of Chinese history and culture.
But Hong Kong-born Ng is more interested in what
his compositions generally express than the cultural
context of Chinese instruments. To deliberately think
about Chinese culture when composing is too much of
a burden for him.
“I’m Chinese and Chinese culture forms part of my
day-to-day life,” says Ng, who is often commissioned
by the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra. “It is expressed
naturally in my music. I don’t have to make an effort
to present it.”
For Ng, the term “traditional Chinese music” calls to
mind Chinese operas with a strong regional flavour and
Chinese percussion music, which is one of his strengths.
These elements occasionally feature in his work, but
only in terms of the underlying concept rather than
the music per se.
For example, in his first sheng ensemble July, he combined the traditional chuida (wind and percussion) technique and sizhu (string and wind instruments) music to
present the Chinese perspective on life and death under
the theme of the July Chinese Ghost Festival. Commissioned by the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, the piece
was performed at the Hong Kong Art Festival in March
as part of the festival programme Music about China
VI. Ng was on stage to play the sheng, an instrument
he has been playing for two decades.
Dating back more than 3,000 years, the sheng has
the ability to provide two sounds at the same time,
creating a harmony. Ng says he likes its strikingly clear,
metallic sound, which is why the sheng is frequently
featured in his works.
When composing a piece, Ng tries to dabble in new
things, whether in terms of the musical form, harmony,
style, tone or rhythm. “I mull over every aspect. For
example, I will investigate whether certain fun ideas
have been done by someone else or not.”
All this hard work is driven by the young composer’s
desire to identify better and unique sounds. For Ng,
composing is a thoughtful journey. The farther he goes,
the more fruitful the journey gets.

ᣍᵁᐨᨬᣇ∛ዷᐘᗵ⋇ᅳᓕᑀᐘ⋇ᅴᛵᓆ
⚎ងⓛᑑᅗᎩ៘Ꮆᗦᅘጱ∛ᅘ᠐ᒭᑸᅘ⒨
∛ᅘᣇ∛↧ᶟᅗ᎘ጂᠥ↧Ჵᅘℜ┦ᅘ ⇝
ᷲᓆᑸᅙᯉỔᚑᣍᵁጱ፲ጙ⍆ᣇ∛ᖗᛵ
᎘ᅗ᥇ᬙᱯᏭ᷒᭖ᭈᅗ១៦ዯᒳᯩ₡ឍᤲᅗ
ᐑ⍔ᜳⓦ∛ℚẈ᷶ᅙ

Ng displays his prowess on
the sheng during the Music
about China VI performance
in March
ᐘᗵ⋇ᑋ3፸⓴ᒭᛵᆃ∛ጱ
VIᆄ᤺ᯀᗥᎤᒩᛵᯩ∛ᱛᾫ

ጰ፣ ∛ᩲ ᚶ ⋂ጱ∛ ᅗᙗᙗẨᑋᗥጱᨍ
ጱᗾᅗᴞ᭬ᬝឺᚑᬡᬡጺጓᑑᑧᛵ፲ፓ
ጱᅙᐘ⋇ᑑᑿ⒫ᣍᵁጱ∛‼ᘥᡮᲐᓆᅗ᎘⚆፬
ᜨῖጽ↚ᘍᣇ∛᰿ᢤᅗᑑᚑᬺᨍጱ∛⌸ᛵ፲
ፓᴗᅙ᎘ⅉᅨᆋᒢጥ៦ጱዷᅗᏗᬻ⛟ጱ
፲ፓᅗጰᏸᧁᓕᎴầጌỒᒢᵩᑊᑋᣇ∛ጱ᠐✿
Ꭴᗔᅙᆌ᎘⛞ᬗᗩẤូᒙ፲ፓỒᬉᗔᎩᷰᅙ
ᢢⅉጱ፲ፓᅗᬙṞᯱᗭᯀᑋᅗᑺ₫᭠ጂᑺ
፣∋Ꮻ᭠ᛵᅗ◊ᔟጙᅙ⊯ᗭṞᯱᅗᐘ⋇᪑ጆ
ầᗭ᎘∹ᬠᛵᏞ⑴∛ᙬᑺᑊ፵ᒩᬕᛵ⑱
ᑸᅗᵩᒚⅉᗭᏸᚑᲐᓆᅗ᎘ᬒ⊷ጰỒᛸᬻ
ᏸᅗᝩẨᑋẤᙞᘍ፯ᛈጆῒᏸᅙ
ᑙፂᑧ3፸ᅗᣍᵁጱ∛‼ᠥᣍᵁ♐ᰰὓὓᐂ
ᆃ∛ጱVIᆄ₡Ꭴᅗᘥᡮᐘ⋇Აᓆ∛ᑸᆃዲ
፸ᆄᅙᆃዲ፸ᆄ⇎ᛵ៦⚆ᚑῑ⍣ዲ፸ᛵ᪖ὓᅝ
ᆋጱዷầᛈጱዷ᪖ᗣᣥᎌᠾᛵᗄᑜᆌᅗᱜᷲጱ
ዷᛵᒁ⟤ᅙ᱑៦ᐘ⋇ᛵᯧዯᣌᯩᗴឍᑸᅗ
ᐑᏻ᎘⏧ᒢᓰᯩᅗἡጱ᎘ῒᏸድṞᯱጱ∛ᬈ
ᏸᛵᓰᏞ∛ᘍᶱᒒᣇ∛ፅᨌᅙᯩ᱑∛⌸ጦᑺ
ጃጓᑑᑧ⍹Ꮒᅗᑴᚑᦞᏼ᪒፲ᅳፊፅ15ᎌ
ᡫᅴጦᑺᩚ῍ᅗᏐᐹᎵ᎔ឍᎤᗣᣇ᎔ጆᅗ
Ꮅᓰឍᘍⓦᅙᯩᑋᐘ⋇ᐾ⃣ᲐᓆጱᬈᎤᯀᅗ
᎘ᨆ⃤᱑⃣ⓦᣇᮒᝁᅗẦዾᬒᛵ∛⌸ᱭᒸ
᎘20ᑑᑧᅗᏜᵩᆋᪧ፬ᆌᅙ
ᐘ⋇ⅉᕦᑿᲐᓆᱣỒᓆỉ ᾦᅗᑙᑸᑨᅘᘍ
ⓦᅘᣉᦕᅘᣇᒩᘍὓឍᶟᅙᆋᗥ⁘ᑋᐞᒺ፵ᣃ
ᔾᱣ ᾦូᒙᅗᗓᑙᑺᕶᑺዯᗈᬗẤᛵᙞ៦
᎔ᕶᑺዷᛵᅞᆌᎤᚑዯẤᘴᒭᢢᕈᕗᑗ
ᕗᧁᓕᛵⓦᣇᅗ᱑ᒳᑧ⅜ᓆᑸᤲᷲᲐᓆᑙᑺ
⋎ᛵូᒙጴᅙᡔ᭬᱑ᒳᣇ∛ዷጰ╴Ꭴᶋᅗ
ẫᖬẫ⅟ᅗᠥ∛ᩲᬉᗔᕗᑑᡱᔒᛵᑳ☼ᅙ
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Guo Wenjing’s groundbreaking Diary of
a Madman was the
first opera in which
European actors all
performed in Chinese

East goes West

Guo’s music covers a wide spectrum of genres, from
opera (Diary of a Madman, Night Banquet, Fengyiting
and The Poet Li Bai) and symphony (Shu Dao Nan) to
symphonic poetry (Suspended Coffins on the Cliffs in
Sichuan). Many of his creations have been performed
abroad, perhaps most notably Diary of a Madman,
which was the first Chinese-language opera produced
in Europe, and four other operas that have made it to
the West. Solo concerts featuring his scores have also
been staged in Beijing, Hong Kong, Edinburgh, Paris,
Cologne and Amsterdam.
“I consider the strength and weakness of Chinese
instruments and work out how to play up the strength
and play down the weakness,” Guo says of his creative
process. “I will rethink whether a weakness is really a
weakness or has been misunderstood as such. I ask if it
is actually a special feature that can help me compose.”
Guo believes Chinese music is a fascinating stew of
influences and its tradition is a reflection of everything
that has happened throughout the history of Chinese
music. Over the years, he has explored potential sounds for
instruments and the sound effects of different ensembles.
Another big feature of Guo’s music is percussion, which
he says has been an integral part of Chinese ensemble
music since ancient times. “In Western instrumental
ensemble music, it wasn’t until the 18th century that a
small number of percussion instruments came into being
and they became important only in the 20th century,”
Guo says. “In China, percussion was the protagonist of
ensemble music in and outside the imperial court during
in the Shang [1766-1122 BC] and Zhou [1046-256 BC]
Dynasties. The sounds of bell, chime, drum and cymbal
are all very typical in Chinese ensembles.”
As a prolific composer, Guo is never short of ideas and
his source of inspiration has a moral dimension to it. “I
draw inspiration from the flux of emotions in my heart
triggered by goodness and evil,” he says.
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Guo Wenjing's World of
Chinese Music was a big
hit at the 37th Hong Kong
Arts Festival
ᑋᯧ37ᘿᣍᵁ♐ᰰὓᅗᆃᱢ፲ᴗ
ᛵጱ∛ᎌᠾᆄ⇚ᗽ∛ᩲ❣ᜪ

㤀樷嬎䃇
ᎌᠾᑀᛵጱᓆᑸᤲᱢ፲ᴗᑋᏈጣᡎᎤ
ᅗᑋᎫᗋឰᐉ᎘ᛵᣇ∛ᗇỔᅙ᎘ᛵᓆ⌊
ፍጙᑑᗻᒢᏈጣᑊ፵⑱ᑸᅗᣉᦕ╖᠖⎕
ᧁᅗጂᗤጙᦟᅗḐḏ፲ፓᠾᢿᅗጙᗽፇᏊ
∛ᩲᲟẨᅙ
ᱢ፲ᴗᛵᓆᑸ≨Ჲᬈ⇚ᛕᅗ➳ᷮᎩ៘↧
ᅳᆃᖊዷ፶ᩚᆄᅘᆃᘝᤳᆄᅘᆃ↙↞ᝀᆄᅘᆃᕙ
ᆄᅴᅘᐐ❀∛ᅳᆃᾏ⚈ᆄᅴᘍᐐ❀ᾧᅳᆃጣ
⚰ᆄᅴᶟᅙ᎘ᛵᏈ✂ጱ፲↧ᓆ⁞ᖤᚑᒯ
፵ℜᏄᅗᗥጱᆃᖊዷ፶ᩚᆄᕗ៦ᣌ✂ᐨᏻ∟
ℽᓆᛵጱ፲↧ᅙᑋፇᏊጌᬈᑺ∛‼₡
ឍ᎘ᛵᗥ᎘ᣇ∛ᲐᓆᅜድᎫᗋᘍᣍᵁᅗẨዱ
Ჹᅘ፧⌣ᅘᡡṀᅘᘩᴒᧁጳᶟឈᏕᱣᴜ⓴␈
ℚ᎘ᡐ⚆ᛵᣥዷᣇ∛Ồᅙ
᱑ᒳᰳ✭ᠥᑑᯆᛵᓆᑸᤲḢᒭᲐᓆᅗỒ
ᓆዯ᱕ᒱូᒙᅙᆋᔾᢢᒙ⇢ጱ∛⌸ᛵᧁ╞ᅗ
ឿ↚ᴊᜳ┭ᶑᅞᆌᱢ፲ᴗⅉᅝᆋᕗḢዯᕥᅗᔾ
Ồᒙ⇢᱑᧣ᛵ៦ ᶑ ᰤᅞ┯៦ዷᣞ⁝ Ꮠᑺ ⅈ
ᾢᅞỒጰỒᙰ⏳ᶑᰤᗥ⁘៦ᧁ╞ᅗᎵᓆᠥᔾ
ᛵዯᣥᲐỉ╞ᅞᆌ
᎘ጂỒᒙ⇢ጱ∛⌸ᑁឍᛵᶋ᤺⍹ᶗᅗᡒ
ᡒ┯ᨬᲐᎤጽ↚⎕ᧁ᰿ᢤᅙᱢ፲ᴗⅅᠥጱ
ᣇ∛⑬ᾤᏸᦫᗔᔲᤶᅗᏐᑋ⍹Ꮒ₡Ḣጱᦫᨓ
ᒑጣᅗᒚᱢ፲ᴗ⛞ᬗᙰ⏳ጱ∛ᛵṞᯱ៦ጱ
ᣇ∛⍹Ꮒጆᶋᛵዯፎᅙᣃ⁝ᲐᓆᅗṞᯱ
ᘍᲐỉ៦ᱢ፲ᴗ⁝ᒢጥᛵᏥᢢᕧᅗ᎘
ጰ፣ ᾦᅗᑙ╭᤺∛⌸ᛵᎵᨬᙨᲐỉᑁឍ
ᛵ⍢➳ᣇ❀ᥳᚤᶟᶟᅙ
∹ᬠᱢᎀᓆᛵዷᬈᑋ∛ᑸጱᕈᗭᑰዷ
፬ᙔᛵᏞ⑴∛ᅗᏞ⑴∛៦᎘Ẩᏸᛵፅᨌṳᅞ
ᓆᑸᤲᝩⅉᖻ៦ጱ∛ᑁឍᬈᏸᛵᅙᆋᑋᒯ፵ᛵ
⌸∛ᑁឍጱᅗᗭ18ᎌᡫጭḶᘬᎤᯀộ፣ḪᏞ
⑴∛⌸ᅗᛸᗭ20 ᎌᡫጭᑋᒯ፵ᑁឍጱᑯᠥᢽ
ᢢ∛⌸ᅙᆌᱢ፲ᴗᾢⅉᅝᆋᑋጱᅗᬙ᪼ᘐḶ
ᘬᅗᏞ⑴∛៦ᑁឍጱᛵ᎐ᖥᅗጰ⊹ᤴᔮᏫ
Ḹᅗᰙጰᑙᒀᅗᑆᒀ⛮⎩‘Ῡጴⓦ៦ጱᑨ⌸
∛ᑁឍᛵᗦងᧁ⇟ᅙᆌ
ᯆḪ◊ᕮᅗᤐᗔựựጰᶮᛵ⟏Ầᅞᓆᑸᤲ
ⅉᅨᆋᔾᛵ⟏Ầᗔᒢᶷᘍ᳢ᑋᔾፇ፬ᙰ⎃ᶋᛵ
ᬧẦጴᵆᅙᆌ

“I draw inspiration from the flux of emotions
in my heart triggered by goodness and evil”
ᆋᔾᛵ⟏Ầᗔᒢᶷᘍ᳢ᑋᔾፇ፬ᙰ⎃ᶋᛵᬧẦጴᵆᆌ
Photos. Arts Festival: Gothic Heart – HKCO

World-renowned Chinese composer Guo Wenjing was
born in Sichuan Province and built his career in Beijing.
Sichuan and other regional operas often feature in
his works, which are characterised by a vibrancy and
grandeur that transcends cultural barriers and have
won the hearts of music lovers at home and abroad.

ᱢ፲ᴗᛵᆃᖊዷ፶ᩚᆄᑯ
ᠥᣌ✂ᏻ∟₡ᤍᏸጱ፲
₡Ꭴᛵ↧
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Mix it up
Composer Jeffrey Ching’s multicultural background
plays a vital role in shaping his music. Born to a Chinese
Buddhist family in the Philippines, he studied music
and Sinology at Harvard University, and philosophy
and composition at Cambridge and London Universities. A British citizen, he currently lives in Germany.

Jeffrey Ching's Horologia Sinica
revels in its multicultural roots
and allusions to Northern Song
Dynasty history
ᰛ᧶ᚶᛵᆃᵚ፞ᚚᓭᆄᗻᕛᒢᎫᔞ
⍹Ꮒᗦᅗᗄ᱇ᗥᑑፅ
፲ፓᦉự

ᆋᕦṌᓆᱣᲐᎤᒢጥ⎕ᑺᛵ፲ፓᴗᆌ
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Photos. Orchestra: Gothic Heart – HKCO

“Every composition has its own unique cultural background”

Ching recently penned the composition Horologia Sinica
for the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, which premiered at
the Hong Kong Arts Festival in March featuring Andiòn
Fernàndez as the soprano soloist. It was an interesting
experience for Ching as it revealed the “dichotomy”
between the orchestra and Chinese culture. “China is
an ancient civilisation facing modern challenges in the
21st century,” he says. “The Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra uses some traditional Chinese instruments to
perform some highly challenging modern music from
different regions. It was on this basis that I tried to create a dualistic quality for the piece – it should be both
traditional and modern.”
Horologia Sinica is about three prominent cultural
elements of the Northern Song Dynasty: the armillary
sphere created during that era, imperial music and the
“slender gold” calligraphy of Song Emperor Huizong,
a talented artist who presided over the catastrophic collapse of the Northern Song.
One would expect the performance of a score about
the Song Dynasty to feature instruments from that era.
But because many such instruments have been lost to
history, Ching had to think out of the box. For example,
he used percussion to denote the sound of an armillary
sphere and asked the orchestra to work from music scales
similar to those used in Song music.
“These unexpected sounds are not Chinese at all,” he
says. “Rather it’s a kind of Western avant-garde music.
With a variety of features coming together, you can’t really
define the composition as a traditional or modern piece.”
Ching says his creative style is marked by a sense of
rootlessness. “Every composition has its own unique
cultural background. I am carefree in my way of composing because I don’t have a single cultural background.”
Nevertheless, Chinese history and culture have been
a major source of inspiration for Ching. His opera
The Orphan is based on a play from the Yuan Dynasty
(1271-1368) of the same name, and the main tune of the
symphony piece, Echo of the Ming Pitch-Pipes, comes
from temple music in the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).

Chinese history has been
a major source of inspiration
for Ching, seen onstage
with the Hong Kong
Chinese Orchestra
ℚᣍᵁጱ∛‼ᐹᏄ₡Ꭴᛵᰛ᧶ᚶ
ᬈ᎔ጱᣉᓆᠥ⟏Ầ᠌ự

⪩⋒␄㊞
ᑑፅ፲ፓᶮ⁝៦ᰛ᧶ᚶᛵᣥዷṬᲐᓆ
ᧁᒩᅙᚑᷛិ⅓ᒹ᭖᷒ዷᤲ᥉ᛵᰛ᧶ᚶᅗ
ᐧឹᚑᡱᒹᅘᢒ↪⍳ᣭᴍጙ⍆ᣩ❴
ᣇ∛ᅘ₫⍆ᤇ⍆ᅙ⍕ᑺᢒ⛈✬ἇᛵ᎘ᅗᯀ
ℚᒯᧈᎇᷛិ⅓ᮛᒬᘤጛᘾ⇞ᅙ
ᰛ᧶ᚶፂᑧ 3፸ᠥᣍᵁጱ∛‼♠⇎ጱ∛ᓆ
ᆃᵚ፞ᚚᓭᆄᅗ᎘᎔ᒀᠥᗓᅗ₇⊯Აᓆጱ∛ᛵ፬
ᬗᅙᓆᑸᤲ⛞ᬗጱ፲ፓᘍᣍᵁጱ∛‼ᗤᑺዶ
ፅ⁝ᐉᧁ⋊ᅗ᎘ⅉᅨᆋጱ៦ᣥᣃ⁝21ᎌᡫ៛
⍓ᛵᎶ፲ᚘᅗᣍᵁጱ∛‼ᛵṞᯱ∛⌸ᝢᏸ
ᚑ₡ឍᐾᑊ⚈ឯᠻ᪓ᛵἡᣇ∛ᅜᑆᒀầᗭ
᱑ᑿᲐᓆጌᢢ⍕ᑺዶፅᙨሪ
ሪᎶፂᗄᑜᅙᆌ
ᏻጱ∛‼ᘍጚ᪓ᣇḈᑠᣭᑁ₡ᛵᆃᵚ፞ᚚ
ᓭᆄᗻᕛᒢᎫᔞឰᱛᛵᵚ፞↞ᅘἡᛵᤴ
ᔮ ᣇ∛⑫ ᘶᛵ ≋ᜲ➳ᦀᛈᅙᔞ⑫ ᘶ៦Ꭴ
ᒩᛵ♐ᰰᤲᅗᓄᢨጏጴ᱆ᅗ∛ᑸ᎔ᒀᘷ
ᑀᅙᏻᚑᔞ∛⌸ᏌṞᅗᓆᑸᤲᏸ₃⑴∛ᓫ
ᯀᵚ፞↞ᛵⓦᣇᅗᏸᒢᲐ᳗ᒺፊᑨ◓ፓᦀᛈ
ᠥ᭡ិᅗᗄᢢᕧጱ∛‼⊷Ꭴℚᔞ∛ᡐᢍᛵᣇ
ḼᅙᆋᲐᓆᎤጰ፣ẤጴᏊᛵⓦᣇᅗጰ៦ᗦ
ងጱ∛ᅗᝩᑺ╞ᓃᒯ፵⊥ᣇ∛ᅗ᱑ᗈᧁᒩ
ᐩᓓዯ⚻ᅗ⚈᎔ᠾᘷ∛ᑸᠥᐨᵩᎶᙬᐨᵩ
ἡᅙᆌᰛ᧶ᚶᨆⅉᅙ
ᰛ᧶ᚶᑋᷛិ⅓ᡱᑯᜳᅗᗣᑊᱣ៦ᕶ
ᑺ⎕ᧁᎶ∛ᛵᑑፅ፲ፓ₽⚻ᅗ᱑ᒳ᷒ᾘᓆᑸ
ᤲ⇠ᙍᒢጥᑆᒀጰᗽᡮᕘᅙᏻᚑᑯᜳᚑጙឈ
ᏕᅗጟᬙᏦ❯ᐞᒺᏫ┗ᅗ῞⊹ጱᛵᅗጰ
ᏻᚑᤲዷᝂᒹᅗᒚᗽᗭ᫄᭱▻ᱳᅙᰛ᧶
ᚶᏞ⋎ᑊⅉᅝᆋἡፂᑺᑑ፣ᒳ∟ᙬጱጙ
ᱰᓆᑸᤲጟᣦ❯᱑ᗈᅞᆌ᎘ⅅᠥᒢጥᛵ
Აᓆ፵ᑨṠᐿᚑᵨᦉᅙᆋᕦṌᓆᱣᲐᎤᒢ
ጥ⎕ᑺᛵ፲ፓᴗᅗᔾᐞẤᶋᴄᅗᑆᠥᔾᏩ
៦ᕶᑺᲦዯᛵᴗᅙᆌ
ⓙᵩᓆ᠐ᷕᑑፅ፲ፓᒬᮌᅗጱᣉᬈ៦
ᰛ᧶ᚶᛵ⟏Ầ᠌ựᅙ↧ᆃ⅗ᎀᘴᗡᆄᗻᕛᐹ
ᑀፅ◫↧ᅗᐐ❀ᑸᆃᚘិᑇᣇᆄ᎐᭡ិᗻᕛ
ᚘᑡ⇘ᣇ∛ᅙᣇ∛Ꮵ៦ↂ⅃ᖦᅗᗤᑺᑑፅ
፲ፓᴗᛵᣇ∛ᕗᗤᑝᘺᙨᅙ
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